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The Law of the Police 2024-02-23

the law of the police second edition provides materials and analysis for law school
classes on policing and the law it offers a resource for students and others seeking to
understand and evaluate how american law governs police interactions with the public
the book provides primary materials including cases statutes and departmental policies
and commentary and questions designed to help readers explore policing practices the
law that governs them and the law s consequences for the costs benefits fairness and
accountability of policing among other issues the notes and questions encourage readers
to consider the form and content of the law how it might change who is making it and
how the law affects policing part i introduces local policing its history its goals and
its problems part ii considers the law that regulates criminal investigations part iii
addresses the law that governs street policing and part iv looks at policing s legal
remedies and reforms new to the second edition new sections and materials on no knock
warrants facial recognition technology state regulation of pedestrian stops
alternatives to police initiated traffic stops state laws granting arrest authority
retaliatory arrest claims state qualified immunity reform private civil settlements for
police reform and community strategies to limit the scope of policing new notes and
materials on the role of prosecutors in shaping police conduct the second amendment the
use of race in policing policing homelessness the impact of police unions and
collective bargaining and the biden administration s pattern or practice suits a recent
federal indictment charging an officer with constitutionally excessive force updates to
laws and notes to reflect new data laws and criminological and legal research
additional examples of controversial police encounters to illustrate legal issues and
concepts benefits for instructors and students chapters and notes designed to allow
flexibility allow professors to assign materials selectively according to the needs of
the course as a result the casebook can serve as materials for a range of lecture and
discussion based courses on the law regulating police conduct on legal remedies and
reforms for problems in policing or on more specific topics such as the use of force or
constitutional rules governing police conduct descriptions of controversial policing
encounters and links to and discussion of videos of such incidents help students
practice applying the law consider its policy implications and gain awareness of
contemporary controversies on policing diverse primary materials including federal and
state cases and statutes and police department policies provide a broad exposure to the
types of law that govern public policing photos links to videos protest art and charts
pique student interest enable richer discussions and provide additional context for
legal materials in the book integration of scholarly work on policing on the law and on
the impact of police practices enables students to make more sophisticated assessments
of the law notes and questions designed to a highlight alternative strategies lawyers
might use to change the law and b raise comparative institutional questions about who
is best suited to regulate the police discussion of legal topics relevant to
contemporary discussions of policing studied nowhere else in the law school curriculum

Police Law 2017

now in its fifteenth edition this well respected and highly regarded book covers all
areas of law and legal procedure which are of interest to police officers updated to
include new legislation such as the counter terrorism and security act 2015 the
criminal justice and courts act 2015 the deregulation act 2015 the modern slavery act
2015 the serious crime act 2015 and the psychoactive substances act 2016 there is also
discussion of important changes to pace codes a and e new case law and a revised
structure reflecting the changing nature of policing and the challenges officers face
comprehensive and easy to understand police law is an indispensable everyday reference
book for police officers and is the only book covering all areas of police law the book
also provides a good source of information for members of the public who wish to refer
to a legal text written in an accessible way police law is accompanied by a useful
companion website containing regular updates on changes in the law throughout the life
of the print edition

The Law of the Police 2024-02-15

buy a new version of this textbook and receive access to the connected ebook on
casebook connect including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight
annotation and search capabilities access also includes an outline tool and other
helpful resources connected ebooks provide what you need most to be successful in your
law school classes the law of the police second edition provides materials and analysis
for law school classes on policing and the law it offers a resource for students and
others seeking to understand and evaluate how american law governs police interactions
with the public the book provides primary materials including cases statutes and
departmental policies and commentary and questions designed to help readers explore
policing practices the law that governs them and the law s consequences for the costs
benefits fairness and accountability of policing among other issues the notes and
questions encourage readers to consider the form and content of the law how it might
change who is making it and how the law affects policing part i introduces local
policing its history its goals and its problems part ii considers the law that
regulates criminal investigations part iii addresses the law that governs street
policing and part iv looks at policing s legal remedies and reforms new to the second
edition new sections and materials on no knock warrants facial recognition technology
state regulation of pedestrian stops alternatives to police initiated traffic stops



state laws granting arrest authority retaliatory arrest claims state qualified immunity
reform private civil settlements for police reform and community strategies to limit
the scope of policing new notes and materials on the role of prosecutors in shaping
police conduct the second amendment the use of race in policing policing homelessness
the impact of police unions and collective bargaining and the biden administration s
pattern or practice suits a recent federal indictment charging an officer with
constitutionally excessive force updates to laws and notes to reflect new data laws and
criminological and legal research additional examples of controversial police
encounters to illustrate legal issues and concepts benefits for instructors and
students chapters and notes designed to allow flexibility allow professors to assign
materials selectively according to the needs of the course as a result the casebook can
serve as materials for a range of lecture and discussion based courses on the law
regulating police conduct on legal remedies and reforms for problems in policing or on
more specific topics such as the use of force or constitutional rules governing police
conduct descriptions of controversial policing encounters and links to and discussion
of videos of such incidents help students practice applying the law consider its policy
implications and gain awareness of contemporary controversies on policing diverse
primary materials including federal and state cases and statutes and police department
policies provide a broad exposure to the types of law that govern public policing
photos links to videos protest art and charts pique student interest enable richer
discussions and provide additional context for legal materials in the book integration
of scholarly work on policing on the law and on the impact of police practices enables
students to make more sophisticated assessments of the law notes and questions designed
to a highlight alternative strategies lawyers might use to change the law and b raise
comparative institutional questions about who is best suited to regulate the police
discussion of legal topics relevant to contemporary discussions of policing studied
nowhere else in the law school curriculum

Criminal Law for Police Officers 1999-09

the study of police powers forms a significant part of many law courses this book
should prove helpful to a wide readership including new members of the police service
and those studying civil liberties and constitutional law

Moriarty's Police Law 1972

intended for freshman sophomore courses in criminal law this text presents a general
approach to substantive criminal law focusing on legal principles in accessible english
without the use of legalese and footnotes thought provoking questions aim to reinforce
student comprehension

The Legal Framework of Police Powers 2013-01-11

this book provides a stocktake and comparative socio legal analysis of law enforcement
cooperation strategies in four different regions of the world the european union eu
north america greater china and australasia the work analyses law enforcement
cooperation mechanisms within the socio legal framework of global normmaking the
strategies addressed range from legal frameworks facilitating cooperation to formal and
informal police networks and cooperation practices the study also takes into account
crime specific engagement for example campaigns focusing on drug crimes terrorism
financial crime kidnappings and other offences it explores challenges in policing
practice and human rights protection in each region that could be countered by existing
strategies in another as regions usually develop more advanced cooperation mechanisms
than exist at a global scale strategies found in the former could help find solutions
for the latter to map existing strategies and assess their impact on both human rights
and policing practice this study relies on an assessment of the primary and secondary
literature sources in each region as well as interviews with practitioners ranging from
senior police officers to prosecutors government officials customs and military staff
this book presents a valuable resource for academics and postgraduate students as well
as policing and criminal justice practitioners government officials and policy makers

Criminal Law for Police Officers 1995

this collection of essays focuses on law and society research examining how police
manage the job put to them and the extent to which the law figures in what they do in
step with law and society scholarship many of the articles are empirical explorations
of the ways in which law enforcement works on the ground in a variety of policing
contexts ranging from patrol to police interrogation the collection also includes an
introduction outlining the broad scope of police research across the socio legal
tradition as well as a selection of essays evaluating police discretion in the areas of
race and gender

Legal Status of the Police 1982

this is a second thoroughly revised and expanded edition of a book that has four clear
objectives to provide a concise account and analysis of international human rights and
humanitarian law standards relevant to policing to set out arguments for compliance
with those standards to show how they may be met in two key areas of policing



interviewing suspects of crime and policing in times of armed conflict disturbance and
tension and to make practical recommendations on the management of police agencies good
practice on interviewing suspects and on policing conflict is included because they are
areas of policing where human rights are most at risk good management practice is
included because intelligent management by enlightened leaders is necessary to secure
effective lawful and humane policing

Criminal Law for Police Officers 2000

the now famous video tape and the trial of four los angeles policemen for kicking and
beating rodney king while 23 other officers looked on has precipitated a national
outcry against police violence skolnick and fyfe use the lapd incident to explain why
police use excessive force and they make bold proposals for what to do about it

Policing Global Regions 2021-01-26

this title brings together research on the development and operation of policing in the
united states and elsewhere accomplished policing researchers michael d reisig and
robert j kane have assembled a cast of renowned scholars to provide an authoritative
and comprehensive overview of the institution of policing

Police and Policing Law 2017-12-15

rising terrorism and advances in technology along with new organizational strategies
and investigative techniques have stretched the traditional role of the police officer
calls for strong intelligence driven paramilitary policing juxtaposed with a demand for
softer community policing leave officers under increased pressure to be tough and

Human Rights and Policing 2007

police innovation and control of the police problems of law order and community brings
together an impressive array of scholars and analysts to examine the impact of the
development of crime control strategies on problems of police corruption and abuse the
text provides an historical overview of the development of legal control of the police
and examines the challenges that recent innovations such as community or problem
oriented policing present to the traditional historical mechanisms for maintaining
control of the police additionally a comparative perspective is featured that draws
upon the experiences of the gorbachev era in the soviet union as well as on the history
of european law enforcement over the last century this book is instrumental for
encouraging discussion and debate of police innovation and its impact on the ability of
society to control the police abuse in light of the los angeles riots of the spring of
1992 scholars practitioners and students of crime prevention studies criminology and
psychology will find this volume timely topical and provocative

Above the Law 1993

legal guide for police constitutional issues 12th edition provides the most current
information for students and law enforcement professionals needing to develop an up to
date understanding of the law

The Oxford Handbook of Police and Policing 2014

law enforcement agencies and their employees are continually at risk for potential
liability related to torts civil rights violations and employment law issues litigation
may involve suits by the public against officers and the administration actions by the
administration against officers or actions by officers against the administration or
members of the public they serve knowledge of these risks and understanding how they
arise are essential to law enforcement officers administrators and their legal counsel
police liability and risk management torts civil rights and employment law is written
by an attorney and a 34 year law enforcement veteran who knows his way around the
streets and the courtroom dr robert j girod combines decades of teaching and practical
experience with legal and academic education to compile this practical source of case
law and risk management principles the book is designed to help law enforcement
professionals reduce police liability and avoid the risk of litigation or in the event
a lawsuit does arise to manage liability and defend themselves in our litigious society
suits involving the law enforcement community are becoming a more common occurrence and
can destroy an officer s career or cast a pall on an entire department by understanding
the laws governing these types of issues law enforcement professionals are better able
to monitor the sources of liability and implement risk management strategies to shield
their policies practices procedures and protocols from the danger of liability

Contemporary Issues in Law Enforcement and Policing
2008-05-28

this book offers a global history of civilian military and gendarmerie style policing
around the first world war whilst many aspects of the great war have been revisited in



light of the centenary and in spite of the recent growth of modern policing history the
role and fate of police forces in the conflict has been largely forgotten yet the war
affected all european and extra european police forces despite their diversity all were
confronted with transnational factors and forms of disorder and suffered generally from
mass conscription during the conflict societies and states were faced with a crisis
situation of unprecedented magnitude with mass mechanised killing on the battle field
and starvation occupation destruction and in some cases even revolution on the home
front based on a wide geographical and chronological scope from the late nineteenth
century to the interwar years this collection of essays explores the policing of
european belligerent countries alongside their empires and neutral countries the book s
approach crosses traditional boundaries between neutral and belligerent nations centres
and peripheries and frontline and rear areas it focuses on the involvement and wartime
transformations of these law enforcement forces thus highlighting underlying changes in
police organisation identity and practices across this period

Law Enforcement; a Selected Bibliography 1968

this study examines the discretional decision making of u s police officers with
respect to the decision to arrest it finds that socioeconomic status age sex and
personal appearance are among the factors influencing police arrest decisions as well
as the background prejudice experience and personality of the individual officer it
concludes that strong and coordinated efforts on the part of police state and local
government and the judiciary will be needed to implement guidelines to control arrest
decisions

Police Innovation and Control of the Police 2012-04-30

this book provides an updated overview of current international human rights law
relating to the police around the globe the police have a special responsibility for
the protection of human rights police work is governed by national rules and in
addition in today s world by the evolving international human rights standards as a
result of the ever developing case law of international courts and other bodies the
requirements of human rights law on policing have become more and more detailed and
complex in recent years bringing together a variety of distinguished authors from
academia police forces and other government authorities the human rights movement and
international organizations the book discusses topical issues including the use of
deadly force the prevention of torture effective investigations the protection of
personal data and positive obligations of the police

Legal Guide for Police 2023

viewing policing from an international perspective this volume covers the history of
law enforcement from early accounts of policing under caesar augustus to such present
day events as rodney king and the lapd american policing dominates the book but it also
covers such items as the 1829 london metropolitan police model and continental
innovations stemming from napoleonic france while including such well known americans
as police commissioner theodore roosevelt the book also covers important policewomen
forgotten but exceptional african american policemen and indian police forces that
ranged the oklahoma territory the book will be a useful resource for all those
interested in the history of law enforcement unlike existing reference works that try
to cover both lawmen and criminals this book focuses on the police diaspora in addition
to traditional police officers it also includes nontraditional examples of law
enforcement such as private detectives vigilante groups and organizations such as wells
fargo and the pinkertons the book provides an instructive blend of history criminology
and police science

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 1974

now it its eighth edition butterworths police law covers comprehensively those areas of
the law and legal procedures with which all police officers are concerned in terms
which are easily understood by all those without legal training this edition includes
details of the changes to thepolice complaints procedures which were set out in the
police reform act 2002 and implemented in the spring of 2004 a well respected and
highly regarded book butterworths police law has been prepared in a way which
recognises the needs of police officers and will be of assistance to all those who wish
to study the criminal law the book also provides a good source of information for
members of the public whowish to refer to a legal text written in an accessible way it
is a practical volume for everyday use

Violence and the Police 1970

provides a critical understanding and evaluation of police tactics and the use of force
police violence has historically played an important role in shaping public attitudes
toward the government community trust and confidence in policing have been undermined
by the perception that officers are using force unnecessarily too frequently or in
problematic ways the use of force or harm suffered by a community as a result of such
force can also serve as a flashpoint a spark that ignites long simmering community
hostility in evaluating police uses of force legal scholar seth w stoughton former



deputy chief of police jeffrey j noble and distinguished criminologist geoffrey p
alpert explore a critical but largely overlooked facet of the difficult and
controversial issues of police violence and accountability how does society evaluate
use of force incidents by leading readers through answers to this question from four
different perspectives constitutional law state law administrative regulation and
community expectations and by providing critical information about police tactics and
force options that are implicated within those frameworks evaluating police uses of
force helps situate readers within broader conversations about governmental
accountability the role that police play in modern society and how officers should go
about fulfilling their duties

The police, law and your rights 2013

this innovative book offers a comprehensive assessment of policing in late modern
britain the overall theme is that as we approach the end of the twentieth century it is
an appropriate time to review recent developments in policing and law enforcement and
to consider future prospects the areas covered include equal opportunities and public
policework perspectives on and politics of police policy making the emergence and
consequences of managerialism and privatisation legitimacy policing and human rights
crime control and surveillance in northern ireland crime rates victimisation and the
provision of service risk late modernity and community policing regulating virtual
communities and policing cybercrime and the insights to be gained from comparative
analysis thought provoking and incisive policing futures is an invaluable source of
information and will be essential reading for students lecturers researchers and
practitioners in the fields of police studies criminology socio legal studies law
sociology social policy social work and related disciplines

Police Liability and Risk Management 2013-09-24

this book provides a historical analysis of the development of the english legal system
focusing on the relationship between justice and the police maitland argues that the
proper balance between these two institutions is essential for the preservation of
individual freedom and the rule of law this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

European Police Forces and Law Enforcement in the First
World War 2019-11-08

today s law enforcement officers who are required to be highly knowledgeable about the
law will find this guide to be a valuable tool bringing them up to date with
developments in the law of arrest search and seizure police authority to detain
questioning suspects and pretrial identification procedures police power and its
limitations and civil liability of police officers and agencies

The Law and Politics of Police Discretion 1984-12-07

this is a unique book in that it distils the knowledge ideas and experience of three
police professionals in the cause of a human rights based approach to policing the book
is written for an audience of police officials human rights workers with an interest in
human rights and policing and resource persons and teachers responsible for the
education of police officials it provides a concise account and analysis of
international human rights standards and best practice appertaining to key areas of
policing and it sets out a clear strategy to bring about change organisational and
thence behavioural within police organisations to focus on human rights and best
practice in policing is not only important as an end in itself it is also important as
a means of securing effective policing for the support of the community effective
policing in a democracy is dependent upon police respecting the rule of law and human
rights

Police Interrogation and Confessions 1980

top scholars provide a critical analysis of the current ethical challenges facing
police officers police departments and the criminal justice system from george floyd to
breonna taylor the brutal deaths of black citizens at the hands of law enforcement have
brought race and policing to the forefront of national debate in the united states in
the ethics of policing ben jones and eduardo mendieta bring together an
interdisciplinary group of scholars across the social sciences and humanities to
reevaluate the role of the police and the ethical principles that guide their work with
contributors such as tracey meares michael walzer and franklin zimring this volume
covers timely topics including race and policing the use of aggressive tactics and



deadly force police abolitionism and the use of new technologies like drones body
cameras and predictive analytics providing different perspectives on the past present
and future of policing with particular attention to discriminatory practices that have
historically targeted black and brown communities this volume offers cutting edge
insight into the ethical challenges facing the police and the institutions that oversee
them as high profile cases of police brutality spark protests around the country the
ethics of policing raises questions about the proper role of law enforcement in a
democratic society

The Police and International Human Rights Law 2018-12-16

The Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police
Science 1972

Historical Dictionary of Law Enforcement 2000-11-30

Michigan Criminal Law & Procedure 2018-11-20

Butterworths Police Law 2003

Evaluating Police Uses of Force 2020-05-26

Law and Order 1970

The Governance of Police 1986

Applied Law for Police Officials 2010

Policing Futures 1997-12-13

Justice and Police 2023-07-18

Legal Guide for Police 2015

Human Rights and Policing 2024-01-22

Police 2021-03-29

The Ethics of Policing 2021-07-20
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